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mermaid quilt
This project is a simple and
straightforward piece for applique
lovers. I personally designed it for
a coworker’s daughter -- a sweet
little girl who’s current obsession is
mermaids!
I had a short deadline, so I
designed this quilt with 9 main
blocks and each one has its own
applique design. Five of the blocks
contain their own unique mermaid
with cameo border, and the
remaining four have different sea
life.
While it’s simple to put together,
you’ve got to be a fan of applique,
as about 90% of the project is
applique. This version in particular uses fusible web raw-edge
applique

difficulty :

makes :

I gave this one a 7 because although quilts of themselves are a lot of work, I think applique tends to be
easier than lots of detailed patchwork. But that’s just
me! If you find applique to be tricky, just be forewarned.
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Makes one quilt, about 60” x 60”
The true finished size will depend on the
density of your quilting, whether you
preshrunk your fabrics, or are using shrinkable
cotton batting.
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APPLIQUE:
At most 14
different
fabrics, totalling 1 yd.
Each piece
must be at
least 10” x 15”

BATTING:
about 68” x 68”

BINDING:
½ yd.

BACKGROUND:
3½” yds.

BACKING:
4 yds.

materials

& tools

• FABRICS:
• Applique fabrics: up to 14
different quilting cotton fabrics
totaling up to 1 yd. If using 14
fabrics, each piece must be at
least 15” x 10”
• Background fabric: 3½ yards of
quilting cotton
• Backing fabric: 4 yards of 40”
wide quilting cotton
• Binding fabric: ½ yard of quilting
cotton
• Batting: one piece about 68” x
68” (I’ve used cotton batting)
• TOOLS/NOTIONS:
• Rotary cutter
• Ruler
|

• Cutting mat
• Other basic sewing tools (sewing
machine, scissors, iron, needles,
pins, fabric marker, seam ripper)
• Thread to match your applique
fabric(s)
• Thread to match your background fabric
• 1 3/4 yards of 20” wide fusible
web (I used regular Heat n Bond)
• Printer paper (for printing out
the patterns -- scrap paper is
fine)
• Scotch tape (for joining the
pattern pieces)
• Safety pins (for basting the quilt)
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the cutting:
FROM THE BACKGROUND FABRIC:
•
•
•
•
•

Main blocks (A): 15½” x 15½” – x9 pieces
Vertical sashing (B): 15½” x 2½” – x6 pieces
Horizontal sashing (C): 49½” x 2½” – x2 pieces
Vertical border (D): 49½” x 6½” – x2 pieces
Horizontal border (E): 61½” x 6½” – x2 pieces

selvedges
E

E
C

C

B
B
B
B
B
B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

cut edge

D
D

Basically all of the quilt is made up of your background fabric; above you’ll find what
size pieces you need.
In order to make the most of your fabric, it’s important to cut some of your longest
pieces, both C & E, first. If you’re using standard 40-42” wide fabric, the cutting layout
above will show what I mean.
After cutting your longest pieces from the lengthwise grain, there should be plenty
of room to cut the rest of your pieces from what’s leftover.
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PRINT & TRIM THE
PATTERN:
Print off the patterns
for each block, found
at the end of this file
(pages 20-31). Be sure to
print at 100% scale so it’s
true to the actual size of
the project.
Once it’s printed, trim off
any of the margins that
didn’t get printed on. This
will make the next step
much easier.

TAPE THE PAGES:
Align the pages
together so the
diamond segments
align (A1-A2, B3-B4, etc.).
The paper should overlap
just a bit. You can
double-check your work
by making sure the gray
corners at the bottom
and top of the page line
up as well. When everything’s aligned, tape the
pages together.

the applique:
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3

TRACE THE DESIGN:
Layer your fusible
web over the paper
pattern with the adhesive (bumpy) side down.
The smooth, paper side
of the fusible web should
now be facing up. With
a pencil, trace the lines
from the design onto
the fusible web. If you
have trouble seeing the
lines, you can consider
moving to a light box,
over a window, or even
just working off of a light
colored table can help.

4

TRIM AROUND THE
OUTLINES:
Generally cut out
the shapes from the
paper. If your mermaid
and cameo frame are to
be from different colors,
be sure to cut them out
separate from each other.
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IRON THE FUSIBLE
WEB:
Place your fusible web
with the tracing onto
the back of your chosen
fabric, the adhesive side
facing the wrong side of
the fabric. Fuse it in place
with your iron using a
medium heat and moving
the iron around every few
seconds until you have a
complete bond. Repeat
with the other applique
pieces and their corresponding fabric pieces.
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CUT THE SHAPES:
Allow the piece to
cool for about 5-10
minutes, then cut out
the shape. This is the part
that can take some time.
The pieces are detailed,
so take it slowly and carefully.
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7

PREPARE THE BACKGROUND BLOCK:
Take one of your
15½” x 15½” (A) blocks
from your background
fabric and fold it in half
lengthwise and widthwise,
creasing the folds with
your fingers or the light
touch of an iron. This will
make creases as shown
that point out the center
of the block.

creases show
the horizontal
& vertical
center lines

details line
up with
center lines

shift frame
#4 up a bit to
accommodate
bottom details
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PLACE & FUSE THE APPLIQUE:
Lay your applique piece onto
the background block, using the
creases to center it up horizontally and vertically.
If you’re ironing a cameo frame,
pay attention to the side and top/
bottom details that highlight the
centers. Cameo #4 is the one exception -- it should be shifted up a bit
to make room for the decorative
bits on the bottom
Once you have the frame all
centered, smooth everything out,
then press it lightly with your iron
to avoid shifting the applique.
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9

FUSE THE SMALLER
DETAILS:
If your frame has
smaller details, like
with Cameo #2 and #4,
iron those next while the
frame is fused and secure.
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FUSE THE
REMAINING PIECES:
Now you’re free to
add the mermaid to
the center of the cameo
without fear of anything
else moving.
Press it in place just like
the others.
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STITCH THE EDGES:

There are loads of ways to finish off
an applique, but the way I’ve chosen
is to do a basic zigzag stitch around
the edge.
Set your machine to a stitch length
of about 2 and a stitch width of 2-2.5.
Sew the zigzag around the edge of the
applique so the outside of the zigzag
lands in the background fabric and the
inside edge lands in the applique fabric.
If you get to a tight corner, stop and
pivot your work so you can manage the
curves more carefully. Keep going like this
until you’ve sewn entirely around all the
applique pieces on your block.

1
Repeat steps 3-11 for the rest of the applique pieces to create
9 blocks total.
When they’re done, they should look something like the
collection here.
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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assembling the quilt top

1

ASSEMBLE THE
ROWS:
Take blocks 1-3 and
sew them together into
a chain with (B) strips in
between. Repeat with
blocks 4-6 and 7-9. You
should end up with three
rows of three blocks each.

B

B

B

B

B

B

2

JOIN THE ROWS:
Take rows 1-3 and
join them together
with horizontal sashing
strips (C) in between. This
should leave you with one
big square and all 9 of
your blocks joined.

C

C
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3
D

ADD THE VERTICAL
BORDER STRIPS:
Next up is to take
the (D) border strips
and line them up along
the right and left sides
of your quilt top so far.
Sew these together to
complete one half of the
border.

D

4

E

ADD THE HORIZONTAL BORDER
STRIPS:
The last step is to sew
on the remaining, and
longest, border strips (E).
Sew these to the top and
bottom edges of your
quilt top so far, and this
completes the entire quilt
top!
You can quilt & bind your
quilt as desired at this
point, or keep following
the directions to see how
I finished mine!

E
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quilting & binding:

1

LAYER & PIN YOUR
QUILT PIECES:
Layer your quilt
sections as shown; first
the backing (wrong side
up), then the batting, then
the quilt top (right side
up). Make sure every layer
is centered over the other,
completely smoothed out
and free of wrinkles and
creases. Then take safety
pins and pin through all
three layers of the quilt ,
spaced about 5-6” apart.

2

QUILT THE LAYERS:
For my quilt design,
I opted for a sort of
swirling waves look,
which I achieved by
sewing freemotion waves
over the quilt, with a
spiral or two thrown in.
You can move back
and forth over the quilt,
echoing the previous line
of stitching, then meander
off and do some spirals,
then come back.
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3

TRIM THE LAYERS:
When the layers are
all quilted, you can
now trim off the excess
batting and backing to
leave three cleanly sewn
layers behind. I find using
a ruler against the edge
of my quilt top, then
cutting the excess with a
rotary cutter gets a nice
straight edge – but you
can also use scissors.

4

CHAIN THE BINDING STRIPS:
If you purchased whole cloth
for your binding, you’ll want to
cut the fabric into 2½” wide strips
to make the finished ½” wide binding
for the quilt. The total length of the
strips need to equal about 256”, so
you’ll need to chain together several
strips to achieve this.
To avoid excess bulk, the binding
strips are best joined with a bias
seam as shown in the photo. You
bring together two edges of the
smaller strips at a 90 degree angle.
Then sew a seam from outside
corner to outside corner.
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5

TRIM & PRESS THE
SEAMS:
Trim the excess fabric
and press the seam
open to get something
like this! Repeat making
bias seams with the rest
of your strips to achieve
one incredibly long strip.

6

FOLD & PRESS THE
STRIP:
Take the strip to
your iron and fold it in
half lengthwise, making it
even skinnier than before.
Make sure the wrong
sides are facing each
other and the raw edges
line up, then press along
the whole length of the
strip. Your binding is now
ready to attach to your
quilt!
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leave about
6-12” of excess
binding before
start point

start sewing
near the center
of one side of
the quilt

7

BEGIN THE BINDING:
Take the raw edge of
your strip and line it
up with the raw edge
of your quilt. I like to start
in the bottom center.
Leave about 6-12” of
excess binding behind you
before you start sewing.
Using a ½” seam allowance, start sewing down
the side of the quilt. Stop
before you get to the
corner – which we’ll tackle
next!

8

SEW THE CORNER:
When you get to
the corner, stop your
needle when it’s ½”
away from the edge. Pivot
your work 45 degrees,
then sew into the corner
and off the edge as the
stitching line on the photo
shows.

stop ½”
away from
the corner

pivot 45
degrees, and
sew out into
the corner
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FOLD THE CORNER:
After sewing the corner, you need to fold the binding in a little special way to
get the next side ready for sewing. First you fold the binding away from the quilt,
along the 45 degree seam you sewed in the previous step.
Then you fold the binding back against the next edge of the quilt. This should
leave a little triangular flap at the corner. When sewing the next side, start from
the top and backstitch over all those layers of fabric really well. Keep going down
the side until you get to the next corner and repeat this step.

9

fold again
toward
next quilt
edge

fold binding
45 degrees
away from
quilt

sew next quilt
edge when
complete

10

REACH THE END:
Sew the rest of the
sides of the quilt,
repeating step 9 for the
corners, until you nearly
reach the point where you
started.
Stop about 6-12” short,
and leave about 6-12” of
your binding hanging off.
This will leave plenty of
room and fabric for you
to join your binding ends.

stop 6-12”
from where
you started
leave 6-12” of
binding free
for joining
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11

TRIM THE BINDING:
Trim off an inch or
two of your extra
binding and unfold
it – this will serve as a
handy guide so you don’t
have to fumble with your
ruler. Place it on the open
space on your quilt as
shown and overlap the
binding ends. Trim the
binding so the overlapped
ends match the width of
your guide. We’ll be sewing
those ends together next.

trim binding
so the overlap
is as wide as
your guide

12

JOIN THE ENDS:
Take the free ends of
your binding, unfold
them, and align them
like you did back in step 3.
Sew them together along
the diagonal as shown,
then trim the seam
allowances, press the
seam open, and refold the
binding.
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13

ATTACH THE
REMAINING BINDING:
After all that sewing,
ironing, and refolding,
the area where you joined
the ends of your binding
should look no different
than the rest! Align it with
the last edge of your quilt
and sew it in place as
before. When the binding
is sewn all the way
around the quilt, press the
binding away from the
quilt. Next up is to wrap it
around to the back.

FOLD THE BACK OF THE BINDING:
Wrap the binding around to the back of the quilt so the folded edge just covers
the seam from steps 7-13, then press it in place. At the corners, the binding should
be folded as the photo shows. Fold one side so the corner makes a diagonal, then
bring the other side over to make a neat mitered corner.
With the binding all wrapped, you’re now free to either hand sew the binding in
place, or sew it in place by machine. I prefer to use a narrowish zigzag (about 2mm
wide and 1mm long), sewing over the seams made in steps 7-13 from the front of
the quilt. This should catch the folded edge on the other side of the quilt, but
check periodically as you sew to be sure this is happening.

14

fold first side so
corner makes 45
degree fold

fold second side
down over the
first fold
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BLOCK 2 OF 9
Cut from patchwork fabrics
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BLOCK 6 OF 9
Cut from patchwork fabrics
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B1 B2
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D3 D4
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Cut from patchwork fabrics

